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Editorial: There's No Point
In Making Ten Thousand
Visitors Stand For The
Mothers Day Parade if
The New
Stadium Is
Ready Then. Let 'Em Sit
Down.
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News: Artist Series To Offer Opera; Rising Senior
Council Named; Extends
ed Summer School Program; Tibbett Concert Set
For Monday; Blood Bank
Begun./
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Symphony Will

even Men Named To Rising Senior Council Engagement

Class Officers
Will Be Other
Council Members
Roberts Will Head
Group As Chairman

Seven members of the rising senior class were named to next year's
senior council in a general election
held yesterday.
The seven men, who with the
four already-elected officers will
make up the only student disciplinary body are R. L. Buchanan,
electrical engineering, Greenwood;
T. K. Cribb, general science, Spartanburg; Ralph Hoffman, agricultural education, Georgetown; T. E.
Killingsworth; L. S. Ligon, textile
engineering, Greenville; M. R. LeRoy, general science, Greenwood;
and C. E. Wright, animal husbandry, Decatur, Georgia.
Earl Roberts, newly elected president of the senior class, will act as
chairman of the council, and the
other three officers, vice-president
Walker Gardiner, secretary Ben
Chsstochowski, and historian Bob
. Moise complete the eleven-man
council.
Julian Dusenbury, president of
the present senior class, is chairman of. the senior council. Other
members are C. B. Lesesne, B. B.
Sams, L. W. Coker, A. W. Somerville, R. K. McLeod, J. G. Young,
Whity Graham, and others.
More than two hundred juniors
voted in the election yesterday.

Lesesne Marries
Barnwell Girl
The marriage of Lt. Edward H.
Lesesne, civil engineering '41, of
Charleston, to Miss Sara Frances
Brodie, of Barnwell, took place in
the Barnwell Baptist Church on
April 12. The bride and groom
left for their wedding trip to Florida, and will continue on to Duncan Field, San Antonia, Texas,
where Lt. Lesesne will be stationed.
Prior to his joining the Air
Corps, Lesesne was employed with
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
While at Clemson he was president
of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, and was an honor military graduate.

Blue Key
Present Service
Flag To College
A service flag in commemoration
of the Clemson in the armed forces
of the present world war will be
presented by Blue Key to the college during the visitors day parade
on May 10.
The flag was made by the William Rowland Company, makers of
Clemson uniforms, and has already
been received by the fraternity. It
is made of white, gold, and purple
bunting and is fourteen feet wide
by twenty feet long. On one end of
the flag is a red number which will
be the total number of Clemson
men in the service, and on the other
end are a few small stars in which
will be added the names of the men
who have lost their lives in the
armed forces since the beginning
of the war.
Some appropriate dignitary will
dedicate the flag at the parade,
and after this it will be hung in
the hall of the main building where
it can be seen by the cadets and
visitors. By its side will be hung
a similar flag which was used for
the same purpose during the last
world war.

Lt. Inabinet Raised
To Rank Of Captain
Lt. C. I. Inabnet, Jr., '36, or Orangeburg, has been promoted to
the rank of captain.
Captain Inabinet, now stationed
at Dale Mabry Field, Tallahassee,
Florida, with the Air Force as
Squadron Commander, was called
to active duty on March 24, 1941.
He has been stationed at Dale
Mabry Field for the past fourteen
VMfcft.

Bombing Range
Will Be Here

Davidson Speaks
Here Thursday

A bombing range to be used in
connection with the new Greenville Army air base will be located tentatively on a two mile square
area north of Lake Isaquena, R.
A. McGinty, vice-director of the
experiment station, said Tuesday.
The area will have to be cleared
of all residents and necessary observation towers erected before actual bombing practice begins. The
bombs to be used will contain a
small amount of explosive, and are
designed chiefly to provide a check
on the bombardier's marksmanship.
Army Air Corps representatives
this week visited the site of the
proposed range and expressed their
satisfaction with the location.

Dr. Hal C. Davidson, Associate
Professor of medicine at Emory
University in Atlanta, will speak
to all interested *pre-medicine students Thursday night, Hal Holmes,
president of the local PreMed club
said.
Dr. Davidson, a nationally recognized authority on allergy, is being
sponsored by the Pre-Med club,
Holmes urged all pre-med seniors, Juniors, and sophomores especially to hear Dr. Davidson
speak.

Aull, Reid.
New Honorary
Blue Keys

Anderson Parade
To Feature Band
And Sr. Platoon

Honorary membership in the
Clemson Blue Key was extended
last week to Dr. George H. Aull
and Mr. Cecil L. Reid, in recognition of their service to Clemson.
Dr. Aull is head of the Clemson
department of Agricultural Economics and a member of the Clemson class of 1918. At Clemson, he
was Editor pf The Tiger and prominent in student activities.
Mr. Reid, of Fredericksburg, Virginia, has been a supporter of
Clemson since his graduation in
1902. He has served on official
alumni bodies and as an officer
of the alumni association.

Clemson's Senior Platoon, crack
fancy drill organization, and the
college band will be on hand for
Anderson's big parade on
next
Friday, it was announced
last
night by Harold Major, member
of the civic committee of arrangements. Efforts are also being made
to secure a number of troops from
Camp Croft of Fort Jackson for
the event.
Since this is the first patriotic
rally and parade that has been
held in Anderson since World War
I, it will be an event of much importance in thi$ section of the
state.

Honorary Cadet Colonel Wylene Poole who reviewed the corps at
the-annual Moonlight Parade Friday night. Standing on the hill
with her are Brigade Executive Julian Dusenbury, Brigade Supply

Officer Ben Blackwell,' Brigade Commander Kennoon Brazeale, and
Lt. George Fritts who received the Tiger Brotherhood Award for
the best athlete-scholar.

Extended Summer School Program Offers
Farr To Inspect Chance For ROTC And Early Graduation Grants Awarded

Presbyterian
ROTC Unit
Captain Frank B. Farr, Clemson
graduate and professor of military
science and tactics, has been named by the war department to make
the annual federal government inspection of the Presbyterian cdllege ROTC unit at Clinton.
The inspection will consist of a
parade and review, inspection of
classroom ROTC activities, and an
attack problem. The Presbyterian
college unit has been rated excellent, without recommendation for
change or improvement, for the
past 12 years.

Former Student
Completes Training
George Durant Anderson, Jr.,
former Clemson student, "has recently completed his elimination
flying, course at Naval Reserve
Air Base in Squantum, Mass., and
has been appointed a full-fledged
aviation cadet.
Cadet Anderson is now stationed
at the Naval Air Station in Jacksonville, Fla., where he will undergo intensive training in flying and
ground-school courses which are
designed to make him an important element in our Navy's air
arm.
Anderson is a native of Georgetown.

Mappus And Milton
To Attend Alpha
Chi Sigma Conclave
J. H. Mappus, new alchemist of
Alpha Chi Sigma, and S. J. Milton will attend the bi-district convention oft he Alpha Chi Sigma
at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, this week-end.
This convention is composed of
the Southern and mid-Atlantic
states, and its prime purpose is to
contribute to the improvement of
the Alpha Chi Sigma professional
fraternity, Mappus said. At this
meeting proposal Will be discussed
to be brought up at the national
conclave of this fraternity to be
held in June at Chicago, Illinois.

Cadets Speak To
Anderson Rotary
Clemson's leading students were
given recognition at a special dinner meeting of the Anderson Rotary Club Tuesday. They were
chosen by Robert Franklin Poole,
president of Clemson College. They
are K. S. Breazeale, cadet colonel,
C. B. Lesesne, president of Blue
Key, R. L. Breeland, editor of The
Tiger, F. H. Thames, president of
Tiger Brotherhood, J. R. Sosnowski, president of the YMCA, J. D.
Dusenbury, president of senior class,
and H. L. Crouch.

Blood Bank Be Started Tuesday
From Student Volunteer Donors
Clemson Surgeon Lee W. Milford
announced last night that volunteers will be accepted beginning
Tuesday as blood donors in the effort to build a blood bank, to be
used in regular transfusions and
for civilian relief in case of bombings.
Students who wish to volunteer
for the service will be contacted in
barracks by members of the PreMed club, who will assist in the
work. The plan is under the sponsorship of the Medical Section of
the National Civilian Defense.
Blood t.aken from Clemson students will be processed and stored

'Kinard Will Be W^e *°
Coordinator

Youth League Be
Held At Clemson

Plans for the most extensive program of summer school courses offered by this school in a number of
years have been released by F. M.
Kinard, coordinator for the summer
school.
Dr. Robert Franklin Poole, president, announced earlier this- year
that the extended summer school
program would be substituted for
the year round sessions being introduced at i other schools.
The new program, embracing major courses in every school, will
enable underclassmen who are deficient in scholastics to rate,with
their classes next year, will give a
great many cadets a better chance
to get into the advanced course of
the R. O. T. C, will enable some of
the older students to graduate before being drafted, and will enable
many students to who otherwise
would not be eligible to return to
school to meet the requirements for
return.
Nearly all freshman and sophomore courses and some junior and
senior major courses will be included in the curriculum.
The first term will open June 1
and end July 11. The second term
will begin July 13. The second semester will offer a number of the
same courses, and a second semester work in many of the courses
offered first semester.
A partial list of the first semester curriculum is listed elsewhere.
Additional courses will be offered if
there is enough demand, and Kinard urged students to leave a request with the registrar for any desired courses not already scheduled.

Aptitude Test To Be
Given For PrePMeds

in the hospitals in Anderson and
The pre-med students of ClemGreenville, where adequate refrigeration facilities are available, Dr. son, along with ten thousand other
Milford said. The supply will be students in colleges and universiavailable to the Infirmary in case ties throughout the country, will
of need, however. All blood will be take an aptitude test Friday aftertyped and tested for possible con- noon at three o'clock, Professor
John Lane, who is in charge of
tagious diseases before storage.
giving the test, announced last
Students who take part in ath- night. Although pre-med students
letics and those who have recently at Clemson are not required to
from contagious diseases will not take the course, all pre-med stube accepted as donors, Dr. Milford dents everywhere must have the
said.
test before they can enter any
The actual operation of blood medical school. This test will be
drawing will be entirely ia Dr. given at exactly the same time all
lover the nation.
~\
Milford's hands-

The Young People's League of
Piedmont Presbytery will hold its
annual spring rally at the Fort
Hill Presbyterian Church, Clemson,
on Friday, April 24, sessions beginning at 4 p. m.
The officers and chairmen of
the League are Sarah Hollman, of
Seneca, president; Henry Sitton,
of Easley, vice-president; Bessie
Griffin, Bel ton, secretary; Edward
Wright, Seneca, Route Four, treasurer.
Chairmen of the various committees are: Ora Lake Henderson,
Anderson, chairman of Beyond the
Seas; Melvina Hobson, Anderson,
chairman of Stewardship; Mary
Mclntyre, Anderson, chairman of
Comradeship; Thornwell Senn,
Seneca, chairman of Life Enrichment; Patsy Perry, Easley, Route
Three, chairman of Into the Homeland; Martha Seawright, Pendleton, Enlistment and Training;
Hollingsworth Smith, Easley,
Learning; advisors are Mrs. H. H.
Macaulay" and the Reverend C. K.
Douglas, of Seneca.

E|ecf stenstrom
President ASAE
E. F. Stenstrom, agricultural
engineering '43 Wauchela, Florida,
was elected president of the Clemson chapter of the American Society Agricultural Engineers Monday night.
Other newly elected officers are
F. D. Senn, '43, Newberry, vicepresident; J. W. Bodie, '43, Newberry, secretary-treasurer; and L.
O. Drew, '44, White Hall, reporter.
Professor G. B. Nutt of the engineering department was chosen
faculty advisor.
Several important resolutions
were also adopted at this meeting.
The members voted to induct into
the club all sophomores who finish their freshman year with a
grade point ratio of three or
above. All juniors, regardless of
ration, who are classed as such by
the registrar, are eligible. Under
these new regulations some of the
present juniors are qualified for
membership, and they will soon
undergo initiation.

Taps Ball Series Be Big Affair
With Bobbie Byrne's Orchestra
Music in the bang of a rivet? In
the wail of a police siren? Bobby
Byrne, the man with trumpet who
will bring his band here on April
8 and 9 to play for the annual Taps
for the annual Taps Ball, thinks
there is, and what's more, he can
prove it. Bobby is one of the few
musicians who have perfect pitch.
Byrne, heralded last year as "the
young man of music" for this season, played the entire summer at
the Glen Island Casino, then went
to Broadway for three weeks, and
then to the Medowbrook.
At the Medowbrook, his click was
immense and instantaneous,
so
much so that be was immediately
engaged for a return on Christmas
day for a longer engagement, with
his ex-boss, Jimmy Dorsey, sandwiched in between his two appearances there. He then went to New
Orleans for a record breaking engagement at the Hotel Roosevelt.
Vocalists with the band wfll be
attractive Dorothy Claire and Jim-

my Palmer.
Dorothy, who has been singing
since she was old enough to talk,
first sang with Joaquin Gills band,
then with Bob Crosby. After a year
with Crosby, she came to Byrne
when he- organized his band. The
petite singer, only five feet three
inches tall, went to Miller in January of last year but came back
to the Byrne band within three
months.
Palmer, the male vocalist, is the
oldest member of the outfit. He is
twenty seven years old. He also is
a charter member of the band, and
is a dancer as well as a singer, and
does a little comedy act on the
side. Favorite with Palmer are Debussy, Cole Porter, Jack Benny,
Texas, spaghetti, football, steaks,
blondes. Cricket is his idea of the
most useless sport known to man.
His only extravagance is clothes,
and his prized position is an Italian cameo ring.

Clemson Profs

Grants from the Kress Foundation have been awarded to Dr. A.
E. Prince of the Botany depart'
ment and Dr. A. H. Bernhardt and
F. W. Zurburg of the school of
chemistry, R. A. McGinty, director
of the foundation, said yesterday
Dr. Prince will prepare a list of
fungi which attacked field crops;
ornamental plants, and. forest
shrubs in the piedmont section- of
South Carolina. This will be the
beginning of a state list of host
plants and fungi similar to those
which have been prepared" for a
number of other states.
Dr. Bernhardt and Professor Zurburg will make a preliminary study
Of the possibilities of obtaining
rubber from plants native to South
Carolina, and are in Washington
this week to secure all available
information on the subject which
is obtainable in the files of the
department of agriculture and elsewhere.

Visitors Board
To Make Annual
Inspection Soon
The Board of Visitors, appointed
annually by the board of trustees
to inspect the college, will make
its tour of inspection May 4, 5,
and 6, President R. F. Poole said.
The board, which will inspect
every department of the school including the scholastic, extension,
and expriment department, consists of two men from each of six
districts. One man from each
board is held over the reappointed
the next year.
The board members are J. Ross
Hanahan, Charleston (hold over),
and Robert T. Rosamond, Charleston, district 1; Robert A. Ester ling,
Denmark, and William M. Perry,
Columbia, district 2; A. B. Jackson, AndersQn, and J. B. Sloan,
Greenwood, district 3; J. Harvey
Cleveland, Cleveland, and J. A.
Chapman, Spartanburg, district 4;
J. E. Leppard, Chesterfield, and J.
R. Funderburk, Lancaster, district
5; and Colin Segars, Darlington,
and A. E. Creamer, Florence, district 6.

Don Cossack Chorus
Is Also Included
Five of the most outstanding
musical attractions ever offered 1%_
a Clemson audience will be present-1
ed next year in the third annual j
Artist Series, sponsored by the college.
Grand opera will make its debut J
at Clemson with the presentation1
of Puccini's popular and melodic j
"La Boheme" in November. The
company of seventy includes a fulN
orchestra of thirty musicians, with!
stars of the Metropolitan Operal
Company in the leading roles. The |
entire performance will be in English.
James Melton, versatile young 1
American tenor, will start the bril-1
liant season with a concert in Oc-|
tober. Melton, who is leading terH
or with the Chicago Opera Com-f
pany, has drawn enthusiastic prais
from critics all over the nation, 1- <
"La Boheme" will be presented ^
November under the managemeil
of Charles L. Wagner, who is xetJ~"
ognized as being absolutely tops in
touring opera. Some of the best
singers in America wlil be starred
in the all-English production/tCostumes and stage settings are of^he
finest. The opera is a lading feq
ture of the Columbia Music Fesf
tival next year.
The General Platoff Don Cossack Chorus will appear to Celmson music lovers in January. The
Don Cossacks are now in their fifteenth successful Veat asa touring
concert feature. They have'jjpvcl
ed six continents. Folk songsl
religious music of old Russia ^.fl
their specialty, with a libera
sprinkling of native dances. Th^
entire program will be presented
without instrumental accompani-j
ment. Their blended voices have
been referred to as a "vocal sym-j
phony."
The National Symphony OrchesJ
tra, which created a sensation hers!
earlier this year, will return inl
February for a second appearance/
Under the baton of Dr. Hans Kin-,
dler, the orchestra proved so popu
lar that a return performance wad
demended. Ranking high amon|
the half dozen top major symphon
aggregations, the National Syn
phony leaves nothing to be desirfe
either in musical interpretation [
rendition. The concert'that thf
presented this year was the higr,
spot in a series of top-flight entertainment features.
Fray and Braggiotti, duo pianists
of the first line, will close the series with a concert in March. The
double team will present something
different in piano artistry, and will
play popular selections as well
heavier numbers.
The line-up for next year^
October—James Melton
November—"La Boheme," Grand^
Opera
January—Don Cossack Chorus
February—National Symjhony
March—Fray and Bragg ottl

Helton Promoted
To Staff Sergeant
Sergeant K. R. Helton, of fh>i
Commandant's staff, has been pro-f
moted to the rank of staff serJ
geant by the commanding genera^
of the fourth corps area.
The appointment was mad
sometime early this month, anl
became effective April 16, the serj
geant said.

%0-idl—
The twilight parade was
best I've seen since I've been
Clemson.
—Col. Pool
I complement you on your r§j|
formance at the parade
Frit"
night.
—C. B. Green
Let's have bathing suits
dissolve in water.
—ZurBurg
I can sit on the banks of
Seneca River and watch the far!
go by.
—Collins
Even if you fellows do thinlj
the gutter—think anyway.
—Kinard
If you would stay awake m^
class, you Might learn somet)
—McMillian
I'm not going to have to ■
anybody tell me when to ru
—Farr,
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>r Council
frext year's senior council has been selected.
Needless to say, they have a tough job ahead of them.
The problem of deciding whether a man is guilty or not
guilty of a charge of dishonesty, or whether a man was
drunk or not drunk, is a difficult one.
There was last year, there is this year, and there will be
year, much criticism of the council. It has come and
?Li come for the most part from the very men who step
vac the lines set up by the school's leaders. Whether the
1
mncil is good or bad, there will be accusations of partially, of undue severity, or of undue leniency. If the council
mctions as it should, the members will probably lose some
'iends.
The men elected last night and the officers already
(ilected are a responsible group. The Tiger believes that they
fxvill handle the disciplinary matters under their jurisdiction
.'cording to the dictates of their consciences.
If they do, there can be no just criticism.

flood Saves Lives—
Tuesday Clemson students will have the opportunity to
blunteer to give blood toward the establishment of a blood
KAk, which will be invaluable in case of civilian disaster and
tremely useful evert in the normal run of events.
The operation of drawing blood is practically painless,
"e are told, and we know that Clemson men will welcome
ne opportunity to play an important part in civilian defense
-AMLsures. In fact, we think that so many men will volunteer
|fi&t the hospital staff will be unable to use all of them.
Don't let that possibility stop you from offering your
services, however. None of your blood will be wasted, for
there is a constant demand for it in hospitals in this section.
By giving a small amount of blood, you may be the instrument for saving a human life. The plan is a worthy one, and
_IVP, are sure that Clemson students will be unanimous in
oporting it.
I

lore Good Music—
This issue of The Tiger carries a story on next year's
lartist course.
We believe and hope that the student body and the
Ifaculty will be as pleased with the selections as we are. We
Think it a well-balanced program, not too deep for popular
(enjoyment but not light enough to lose the value of the
(series.
Especially good is the selection of an opera for next
rear. Few Clemson students have had the opportunity to see
jipera, and we think that the combination of acting and
Ringing will appeal to them.
At any rate, it is an experiment that many faculty men
Pd students wanted to try.
The rest of the program is equally good. Melton, Fray
Ind Eraggiotti, Don Cossack Chorus, and the National Symphony are all top notch attractions.
We have for the past two years had one of the best
'artist courses in the state. If the administration could and
would add to the faculty a director of music, we would soon
have the best collegiate musical organizations in the state.

Seats At Last—
.

^Tilere is a strong possibility that the Mother's Day parade will be held in the new stadium.
If j the proposal is practicable, that is, if the corps can
get on1 the field and present a creditable parade, The Tiger
would welcome the change.
Newspapers all over the state for a number of years
have deplored the arrangements that make the beautiful
and magnificent Clemson parades a torture for most of the
?p'ecrat©rs.
Certainly the seats in the stadium will add in comfort
If not in beauty to the parade.

>h Yeah?—
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CROOK
WEEK

NOTHING

THE EWD OF
THE YEAR, SENIORS AT ALABAMA
COLLEGE HIDE AN
ANCIENT CROOKED
STICK 0M THE CAMPUS.
JUNIORS CAM NOT GAIN
SENIOR PRIVILEGES UNTIL THEY FIND THE CRGDK.

By JUDSON CHAPIN
They say that anything may happen during war maneuvers and
usually does. Here is a quaint little story of an event which occured during the recent maneuvers in
North Carolina.
Each of the umpires in the
maneuvers carried with him a
battery operated telephone which
temporary lines strung by the
could be plugged in anywhere on
rival armies. One umpire, finding
that he could not hear over his
telephone very well, called the
nearest commander and said, "'Send
me over a battery." In practically
no time at all the battery arrived
—tractor drawn guns and caissons,
ammunition trucks, field kitchens,
and a full complement of men.
TOUGH BREAK
Another army anecdote in circulation is the true event which occurred some months ago.
Part of the medcal examination
for army recruits consist of listening to the candidate's heart, making him jump up and down and
then listening again to see how
well his heart stands up under the
exercise. One young volunteer,
confident of his health and wantng • to show how earnest . ne was,
jumped so hard and so energetically, that he fell and brok? his
leg. His heart was O. K., but he
ain't in the army yet.
TEASE FOR TWO
The Department of laboi' has recently compiled a Directory of
Occupational Titles. If you will
look on page 904 under the heading
Of STRIP-TEASE ARTIST, you
will find the following definition:
Peeler; Strip-teace dancer; strip
teaser; strip woman; striper teaser.
(Amusement and recreation Walks
about stage in accompaniment to
music and gradually divests herself of clothing. May also dance
and sing.
It's amoosin' but confoosin'.
DEPARTMENTAL
Thing I didn't know 'till now—
That the character of Purdue University stipulates that there be on
the board of Regents—"One farmer, one woman, and one person of
good meral character." That Mark
Hawley, a radio announcer, who
once
was an actor on the old
MARCH OF TIME radio program,
has a three-year-old daughter
named Marcie Time Hawley; That
in front of Cornwell Military Academy, Cornwell on the Hudson on
Route 9 W there is a road sign
which reads as follows—"Watch
Out—Cadet Crossing."
CADETS
A new tenant of the Empire
State Building in New York City
flagged a downward elevator one
day and upon entering found it
occupied by four uniformed men,
one at the controls and the other
three standing behind him with
folded arms. When he reached the
main floor he quested the starter.
"Training trip." The starter informer him. "Tomorrow they go up
alone."
SWIPED
A man who had a reputation for
his wonderful flowers and especially his orchids, was pleasantly
surprised when a young acquaintance of his presented him with a
beautiful orchid fresh off the boat
from Bermuda.
"But my dear!" he exchailmed.
"However did you get it' past the
customs?"
"Oh, that was easy," was the
reply, "I just fastened it* to my
hat."
PERSONAL
ADVERTISEMENT seen in personal column of a New York paper
recently.
"Woman with second-hand car
would like to meet a man with
four
retreads. Object—Schenectady."
Shooting a little high, ain't she?
CONFIDENT OF EXPANSION
You know, I really feel sorry for
the poor Japanese. They advocate
that they need living room so
badly in their overcrowded country where 485 persons live per
square mile, that they are moving
into Java to relieve the congestion,
where there are only 821 persons
per square mile.

Research Students
Hunt For Nitrogen
AMES,
Iowa—(ACP)— On the
trail of a half billion dollars, or
more! No this is not a tale of a
nigh-pressure fiction detective but
just part of the
routine of two
chemical
engineering
graduate
students at Iowa State college, F.
E. Campbell and Burdette Jones.
Dr. O. R. Sweeney, head of the
department, put Campbell
and
Jones on the trail to fnd out what
happened to the fixed nitrogen
present in ordinary coal. Sweeney
knew there -was not much in each
ton—probably around
25 or 30
pounds—but in the yearly
United States consumption of 400 million or more
tons this
would
amount to about
five-and-a-half
million tons. As nitrogen, actually
as sodium nitrate,
for example,
that would
be about
27 million
tons, worth about $700,000,000.
Research studies showed
only
00009336 pounds of fixed nitrogen
came off per pound of coal, or, for
the nation's annual consumption,
a mere trifle of some 1,340 tons,
the rest of it apparently was broken down to gaseous nitrogen which
is much too common to be of interest, since it constitutes about 80
percent of all air.
This immense loss, Dr. Sweeney
said, indicates a fertile field for
study in an effort to recover at
least a part of this fixed nitrogen for fertilizer or industrial use.

CcWiBEARs FIRST U.GF WASHINGTON CREW COACH
AND DEVELOPER OF THE CONIBEAR. JTROKE,
MADE OUTSTANDING OARSMEN BUT NEVER.
PULLED AN OAR./
:ss*.
OKLAHOMA AANDM COLLEGE HAS AN
EXPERIMENTAL WHEAT FIELD THAT HAS
BEEN PLANTED C0NT1NU05LY TO THAT
• • > CROP FOR 48 YEARS • ' •

ALEX FIDLER.

COE COLLEGE TRAINER,
HAS REFEREED 6000
BOXING MATCHES/

iggiaii.^iy
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—That Clemson is mighty proud "King-bee' this week-end with
of its new Colonel—and he (Os- the "Angel," but that he (Oscar)
car; is all fo rher.
ain't so sure.
-—osear says—

—That Dick was in the usual
groove this week-end with the new
Colonel.
■—oscar says—
—That from the number of boys
that beat out of the parade on
hotel hill he (Oscar) was surprised
that there was a full co. on the
field.

—-oscar says—

—that Lang really got left out
in everything maybe he'll be a good
boy now.
j

•—oscar says—

—that ' with all the "nut-boys"
running loose around here, he
(Oscar) is gonna be afraid to venture out until after S. & B, Taps.
—oscar says—

—that he (Oscar) wonders if
—osear says—
—That he (Oscar; wonders how Richbourg still has ambitions afthe new Senior Council is gonna ter that bon-er he pulled.
—oscar says—
be.
—that Evermonde was wearing
-—oscar says—
—that J. Lester Thompson ought Dusenbury's S. & B. key this weekto have a big time at Taps—he end and rumor has it that he's
used all of that diamond influence gonna give her a "Rock" next
to get his date in the Beauty Sec- time.
—osear says—
tion.
—that Givens musta fallen hard
—oscar says—
—That Wicsnam oug-ht to keep cause he didn't let Footsie's sistser
his big mouth shut 'bout all that catch a deep breath all week-end.
—«*or »a«—
went on in the old textile building
—that things were "pretty damn
Saturday morning.
"Wet" this week-end and he (Os—osear says—
—that looks as if Taps has car) is getting tired of trying to
bought Woodhurt a nice collap- refrain from calling' names.
—oscar says—
sable job and with tires, too.
—osear says—that Jake's Martha was mighty
'—that he (Oscar) ain't one to cute—'tis a pity she ain't gonna
comment but looks as if Dixon be here for Taps..
kinda gave the Anderson boys
—oscar wishes—
priority on the Taps Staff for
—that Clemson had a real c)ress
next year.
uniform for parade during warm
—osear says—

—that Coble ain't making noise weather. But please, dear Fairy
God-Mother, don't let it be like
these days, maybe he'll learn.
The Citadel's.
—oscar says—
•—osear wishes—
—that Forrester is gonna be out
of luck when
"Daddy" quits ' —that some arrangements could
bringing the red vehicle up for the be made so that boys- who don't
dances.
rate week-ends and who are very
—oscar says—
likely to be called into service
—that he (Oscar) doesn't.care if shortly after school is out could be
Daddy quits bring Daddy up.
allowed to go home on week-ends
—that 'he (Oscar) weren't far now. After all, when they get into
wrong bout Elvington.
the army, they might not get a
—oscar says—
—that ;at long" last he (Oscar) chance to visit their homes for a
has heard from Califf, but damn it long time.
—oscar ■wishes—
was a cut and dry proposition.
—that some place other than
Now maybe he (Oscar) will take
his own good time to answer the Bowman Field could be found for
our lovely campus that passing
note.
Softball games. This is the part of
—oscar says—
—that Wylene's granddaughter motorists see best, and it is a pity
was mighty cute and 'bout the that they have to look at so many
only thing wrong with her was bare spots in the otherwise smooth,
that she was Tri Delta instead of velvety grass.
—oscar wishes—
an A. D. Phi.
—that the Japs who hollered
—oscar says—■
—that he (Oscar) is gonna lay "Foul" when very light bombing
off Nelson Jackson now that he attacks were carried by the United
has really put P. H. out of the Nations on Japanese cities would
picture and wish 'em well.
just stick around awhile. If they
—oscar says—
think that was a foul, what is to
—that JR.-SR. was rocking on come will be considered a major
ready and that he (Oscar) weren't crime. Well, at least, we .didn't
far behind.
hit them in the back.
—oscar says—
—oscar wishes—
—that these kadets who drag
—that he jcould catch him a girl
out that best gal once a year were
as pretty as Colonel Pool's (and
doin ga wee bit of all right.
Sosnowski's) Wylene. No snatch
—oscar says—
. —that Milford thought he was intended.

£
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JOBS
WASHINGTON— (ACP) — The
pressure of war has prompted the
Federal Civil Service Commission
to offers its "Junior Professional
Assistant" examination to college
people for the second time this year.
In previous years it has been offered only once—in January.
Also for the first time, it is open
to every college senior or graduate,
regardless of his major. Each applicant will take the same two-hour
examination, designed to test his
general knowledge and adaptability.
Openings exist in Washington and
in "the field."
The jobs will pay $2,000 unless
you indicate willingness to take less
($1,440, $1,620 or $1,800). Especially sought are those interested in
public administration, business analysis, economics, home economics,
library science and mathematics.
Get blanks and details at the
posto'tice or Civil Service District
office. Closing date for filing is
April 27.
* * *
Co'lege students with architectural (raining are needed by the gov-

ernment in "Junior Architect" jobs
paying $2,000. Seniors may apply.
No written test is given. The Civil
Service blank to ask for is "Architect, $2,000 to $3,200 a year."
WAR
More than 3,000,000 workers have
been trained by the Nation's schools
in special technical lines to serve
the armed forces and war industries.

* * *

Since the report two weeks ago
that 9,500 of Norway's 10,500 teachers had resigned in protest against
Naziflcation of the Norse schools,
2,000 Norwegian schoolmasters have
been arrested by the Nazis. Almost
all Norwegian schools are closed.

# * *

Student self-help under NYA
may become a war casualty unless
it can prove Itself a war-time necessity.
When the President asks Congress soon for funds to operate NYA
and CCC during the coming fiscal
year, he will probably suggest that
the war functions of the two agencies be merged, and that their

1IAYEI
If you are interested in aviation,
you will want to read Modern FHght
by Clyod P. Clevenger.
This book is more important to
the student pilot than his helmet
and goggles and more important to
the average individual than the
reading of many other books.
It
provides both with a guide which
will enable the student pilot to fly
more quickly, more easily and with
greater precision, thus insuring his
passing his flight examinations and
getting his rings. If you are merely
an interested bystander, then this
book will give you simple, technical facts about flying.
The book follows each stage of
elementary, solo,
and advanced
training as recommended in the
latest C. A. A. manual.
Modern Flight tells in simple, interesting, easy-to-understand language how to fly, from the time the
student steps into the airplane to
the time he
solos and then on
through advanced aerobatics. The
numerous, simple
diagrams and
fascinating pictures by the country's foremost aviation illustrator,
Clayton Knight, who is also a former TJ. S. Army flyer, makes learning to fly as simple as driving an
automobile.
For students in Ecology and those
interested in the subject, An Ecological Glossery will be of great interest.
ECOLOGY—the science of communities—has had a history which
is peculiar unto itself. Plant ecology is well developed and has many
concepts regarding plant distribution and the presence of plant communities. Animal ecology has lagged somewhat
behind
its sister
science but has recently been developing rapidly. Bioecology, the
study considering both plants and
animals acting together, has been
possible only since animal ecology
has been sufficiently developed to
be integrated with
the previous
plant studies. Bioecology has taken
over many of the
concepts and
principles of the older plant ecology with a necessary slight modification, necessitating changes in
the statement of these concepts.
Certain plant and animal ecologists
have been reluctant to adopt the
bioeclogoical concept, delving deeper into individual relationships of
isolated or small groups of organisms. This divergence of idea has
resulted in many duplications of
terms meaning nearly the same
thing, and, still more unfortunately, several meanings
for certain
terms. The resulting confusion of
meanings makes the precise' interpretation of many ecological papers rather difficult, and this glossary has been an attempt to bring
the divergent meanings into line.
Nearly 3,000 definitions have been
presented (in many cases
taken
from the original citations), with
subsequent
refinements of usage
and meaniag, and references to recent generally available papers in
which definitions and concepts are
discussed in detail. The appendix
includes maps of the different systems of life zones and a table of
equivalent, biotic areas, and a table
illustrating the
equivalent terms
used by different schools of plant
ecologists today.
Inasmuch as this is the first
glossary which has appeared since
the formulation of the biotic community concept, it should be useful to all biologists who read ecological literature,an d particularly to
beginners to whom
the duplicate
usages of terms is likely to be very
confusing. There is a useful introduction outlining the development
of ecological nomenclature with a
bibliography of all of the more important papers dealing with terms
and concepts. The book should supply a need which has been felt for
some time.
Five Great Modern Irish Plays
will be of interest to all those interested in the drama.
No nation
has made a richer contribution to
the recent literature of the theater
than Ireland. Her playwrights have
brought about the rainessance of
the drama in their own country and
have earned the worlds admiration.
The plays in this volume represent
the finest crop of the flower of
Irish drama.
"The Religion of Greece in Prehistoric Times," is a volume by Dr.
Axel W. Persson, noted Swedsh
archaelogist, has just been published by the University of California press.

Town
By KENNETH CRIBB
There has been a great deal of campus comment on the
possibility of holding the Mother's Day parade and the fancy
drill exhibitions in the new stadium.
The administration would like to have the program out
there and thinks it can be done. Some of the student military leaders think it would be impracticable.
If there is enough room on the field, if the corps can be
marched on and off the field in a reasonable length of time,
and if the field itself is in condition for a parade, there can
be no objection to the proposal.
,
Certainly the advantage of seating at least ten thousand of our visitors would offset any little inconveniences
that the arrangements might cause the corps.
Certainly Clemson has
praised for the magnificant show
she puts on every year for Mother's
Day. But she has also been severaly criticised for the inadequate
seating facilities that make program so unconfortable for the great
majority of the spectators. A few
bleacher seats were placed on Bowman field last year, but they were
both inadequate and dangerous.
The college does not own and could
not afford to build enough seats
for the ten thousand visitors expected here for the exercises.
Holding the program in the stadium would not only afford spectators a seat for the entire program
of parade and exhibitions, but it
would enable a much greater majority of them to see the proceedings much better than they would
on Bowman field.
ON THE OTHER HAND
On the other hand, there a»e certain difficulties and drawbacks
which may make the proposal absolutely impracticable.
The first and major question is
whether the space between the
stands is great enough for the corps
to form and pass in review. It may
be that by drastically reducing the
intervals between battalions and between regiments, the entire corps
can be formed on the field. Possibly
a plan could be worked out to use
only part of the brigade for the
parade. There are several possibili-

ties. At any rate, that problem will
be left up to the military department, and will probably be worked
out early this week.
The authorities are certain that
the field can be put into good shape
for the parade by May 10, unless
there is a great deal of rain. In
that case the parade would be held
on Bowman Field, anyway. If it is
too dry, the field will be rolled
and sprinkled each day for several
days before the parade, eliminating
the very objectionable dust.
A good entrance to each end of
the field will have been completed
by Mother's Day. The corps will be
able to march in from both ends
and form in the regular manner.
INCONVIENCE
Probably the biggest objection
that the average student will raise
is that parading in the new stadium
will add inconvience to an already
troublesome parade. However, since
the parade does so much for Clemson's reputation, since so many relatives will be here, and since Clemson's importance has jumped one
thousand percent in light of the
present emergency, the added inconvience would be more than offset by the added advantage of
eliminating criticism, making it
comfortable for our folks, and bettering Clemson's already good reputation.

^
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DANCING AND DREAMIN':
DANCING AND DREAMING
Patrons of the terisichorean art
turned out en masse last week-end
for that good Junior-Senior. . . .
And take our word for it, it was
a good 'un. Such a bevy of beauties
we never did see. . . . The gals
from Breneau looked better than
ever, if possible. . . . Agnes Scott
was well represented as well as
Winthrop, the "Zoo" et all. ... Of
course the banquet was as everyone expected, Period. . . . Congrats
to the guy that picked out the
favors. . . veddy nice. , . . Glad to
see that someone had the presence
of mind to have the dance last an
hour longer. ... It would have
gone down the "shaft" of the year
if twernt so. . . . The "Jungleers"
were in rare form both night. We
were surprised to notice that they
have entirely reoraginzed the band,
with two-third of the members
now being freshmen, who will
continue with the outfit the whole
four years they're here. . . . And
while we're on the subject, who
was that saxplayer that played
with them Saturday night? . . .
Tis said he's an Orangeburg Hfch
School student. . . . Hot as a firecracker is ho wwe describe him. . . .
Well, it's all over now but the 'T.ull
Sessions" and they'll be going on
20 and 30 years hence.

sure would have liked to.
To "Wee Willie" Klugh and
"Lttle Joe" Hunter, cause they're
two of the best doggone profs, that
Clemson will ever see.
WE WISH:
That they'd hurry up and make
Lt. Brown a Captain.
That all of you Cadets will sign
the Fred Waring petitions which
.have been distributed to the companies. It's something worth while
and we're sure that no one will
have cause to regret it. .
That some people would learn
the proper way to "break" at a
dance and also the proper time—
We're not involving any personalalities cause it wouldn't be right,
but needless to say that a lot of
fellas could stand a little brushing
up on Emily Post.
That George would serve hot
roast beef sandwiches that are hot
and edible. That's all we'll say at
present, but woe be unto him the
next time we get a piece of shoe
leather struck between two slices
of bread.
CRACK OF THE WEEK:
Betty Hutton in "The Fleet's
In"—"He may be innocent, but he
knows the stork didn't bring him."
THING IN GENERAL::
We're darn glad to hear that
James Chapman, the boy that was
hit by the automobile last weekend, is coming along fine—Still
think that there ought to be a
speed limit through the campus—
It's a crime that we don't have
one.
Only five more weeks left till the
end of the semester, which means
that we've got to get on the ball
and really do some serious studying..
Taps comes out May 9, less than
three weeks away.

THITHER AND YON:
Received a note from T. S.
Gandy, '03, GE Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.,. the other day. He wonders
why he doesn't hear from Lt. Jimmy Hunter as of old—Said maybe
"she" takes up all of his time—
However, such is not the case—
We learned from his Dad that he
is now located in Panama. If by
some chance Jimmy reads this,
maybe it'll be inspiration enough
to write.
Also heard from Bill Franks in
Columbia—He's waiting for his
Uncle Sammie to call him to duty FAVORITE SAYINGS:
with the Air Corps. He said to say
P. V. Guyton's favorite, which
hello to all his friends up here, we
think is o. k., "Keep 'em
and especially to Junior ME sec- Floatin
tion 26 and their profs.
We've heard from a very reliable
source that The Citadel boys are
wearing their skirts much higher
this year due to the war. And
they're not putting on nearly as
much nail polish, as they used to.
We think they deserve a rousing
cheer.—Rah.

Dr. Chas. E. Friley, president of
Iowa State College, is new president of the North Carolina Cen- MORE CORN:
tral Association of Colleges and
As the little bug was about to
Secondary Schools.
be hit by the windshield, he said,
"It takes guts to do this."—AcOne hundred fifty soldier studcompanied by loud guffaws and
ents at Washington State College wails of laughter. Wei, you can't
had their campus residence hall
blame a guy for trying, can you?
provided by college men, their
And here's "Iskybibble's" (Kay
dining room by co-eds, and their Kyster's trumpeter) favorite: What
private study building by the insti- did the mamma bullet say to the
tution.
papa bullet?—I thnk we're gong
to have a BB.
peace-time functions be scrapped.
NYA Director Aubrey Williams, A PAT ON THE BACK:
as well as several educators, has
To T. F. Barton, '06, now asdone a good job of defending NYA sistant general sales manager of
before members of the Senate Edu- the New York branch of the Gencation committee. He told
them eral Electric Co., for his editorial
that (a) most of the machine tools "To the Rising Engineer" in the
in NYA training shops were ob- new issue of Slipstictc. It would be
tained before priorites went into well for everyone, whether he be
effect, and (b). that a month be- an engineering student or not, to
fore the general newspaper attack
against NYA started the agency read it. It's straight from the
had begun inventory of its shops shoulder, and that's what Clemson
for machine tools that might be men like.
To the editors of Time and Life,
turned over to war industries.
cause we think those two mags,
♦
*
*
Graduates of military academies published by the same people, are
and similar schools are urged by the best going.—Time for the story
the army to continue their studies end of it, and LTe for the picture
until they have reached induction angle. Watch and see how they
age under Selective Service. By at- are related.
To J. S. Withers for having such
tending special army schools such
graduates may earn commissions as a cute date up for Jr.—Sr. We
didn't meet her, but zowie! we
second lieutenants.

Tom
Clemson

CAMP GORDON, GA.
APRIL 3rd, 1942,
DEAR TOM,
I received the copy of the "Tiger"
that you sent to me, and I want to
take this opportunity to thank you
for taking the trouble to send it to
me. I think that it is a splendid
idea to send it to men in the service as it is certainly a great help
I to the morale.
I also want to thank M. Holsondorf of the Y. M. c. A. for his interest in the members of the armed
forces.
Your column is most Interesting,
in that I find many helpful suggestions listed therein which are of
great interest to Officers.
Then too, the age of miracles
will never cease! My company commander is Lt. Alfred G. Yarbrough
a graduate of Clemson, class ol
1935!
In closing may we suggest tha;
you keep up the good work— we'll
keep on reading!
A. C. DUDLEY
2nd Lieut.
8th Infantry

'-( I
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Clemson Selected As Air Enlistment Center
Wofford, Furman, The Citadel,
And U. Of S.C. Are Also Named

Moore, Reese Head 1943

Clemson has been selected by the
War Department to participate in
a nationwide plan to recruit college
men to meet the future needs of the
Army Plying Service.
Other South Carolina colleges
chosen are the Citadel,, Wofford,
C University of South Carolina, and
Furman University.
The plan calls for the procurement of Aviation Cadets through
preliminary enlistment as privates
In the Air Force Enlisted Resei've.
The program will provide opportunities for enlistment on a deferred service basis so that the
aviation cadet candidates may continue their education until actually
required for Army training.
Students enlisted in the Enlisted
Reserve, of course, are subject to
sail to active duty at any time. The
plan, however, is to defer them,
permitting further scholastic training provided they maintain a satisfactory scholastic standard.
Students whose courses of study
give them the special instruction
necessary for meterology and communications will be permitted to
continue their schooling to enable
them to qualify as officers.
Whether college students will
continue college training for these
special posts will depend largely upon the result of examinations to be
given to sophomore students enlisted in the Air Force Reserve. These
men will already possess qualifications for Aviation Cadet 'training,
but the continuance of their education will be of further benefit to
the Army when eventually they
are called to active duty.
Students enlisted in the Air Force
Reserve who are graduated or who
may be called to duty before graduation, will be ordered to active duty
and appointed Aviation Cadets,
with an opportunity to compete for
commissions in the same manner as
other Aviation cadets.
Young men enlisted in the Air
Force Enlisted Reserve and deferred for scholastic reasons will be
indentified by an emblem similar to
the familiar Air Force wing-andpropeller insignia.
The college recruiting plan was
announced by Lieutenant General
Henry H. Arnold, Commanding
General of the Army Air Forces,
in a telegram to centrally located
colleges throughout the country.
' These central colleges are to serve

as focal points for colleges in their
vicinity.
In a letter confirming the telegrams, General Arnold said: 'The
successful prosecution of this war
demands the creation of an air
force second to none on earth, and
this in turn requires the eventual
enlistment as an Aviation Cadet of
every young man who can qualify
for service with the U. S. Army Air
Forces.
"This need is imperative — the
number of those fitted for this exacting duty so limited— that without hesitation the Air Forces are
asking for the cooperation of every
educator in the United States.
"An earnest attempt has been
made to devise a program that will
enable the Air Forces to obtain the
very large number of Aviation Cadets which must be trained every
year .until this war is brought to a
successful conclusion, and at the
same time, cause the least possible
disruption in the nation's education
program."
The Army Air Forces Enlisted
Reserve was authorized on April 4,
1942, and for the present is open
to college students who have not
completed their educational training and who wish to continue in
school, and high school graduates
who desire to enter college for one
year.
General Arnold has requested that
colleges and universities appoint a
Faculty Air Force Advisor to provide a definite contact between the
representatives of the Army and
the college personnel.
''This representative," General
Arnold said, "will be kept fully informed of plans and changes in
plans, and with him, the representative of the Army will establish a
relationship which will faciliate the
exchange of information and advice.
He will aid to avoid disruption of
college activities and will bring to
the Army's attention the problems
that will arise because of conditions."
General Arnold explained that
the new plan of enlisting Reserves
"will benefit the young men concerned and their colleges, and also serve
the vital purpose of insuring the
Army Air Forces a continuous supply of young men well qualified by
education to become officers in all
branches of the Army Air Forces.

A service honor roll compiled by
the campus newspaper lists 249
Texas Christain UnivUersity students in the armed forces of the
United States, Canada, and England.

High intelligence and moral
levels may derive from application
of knowledge scientists now hold
of vitamins, in opinion of Dr.
"Roger J. Williams, University of
Texas chemist.

Experiments On
Peaches Prove
Successful

Here are the nine active members and
the honorary member who were inducted
into the Clemson chapter of Mu Beta Psi
last week. They are W. P. Triplett, C. A.
Spencer, R. G. Watson, J. G Brown, Pro-

fessor E E. Waite, Jr., R. J. Weinheimer,
J. F. Williamson, L. M. Wigington, C D.
Crosby, and S. C. Stribling. All students
shown are juniors with the exception of
Triplett, who is a sophomore.

CALHOUN HOTEL and COFFEE SHOP
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME
ANDERSON, S. C.

Palm Beach Formals And Suits
See Them At—

HOKE SLOAN'S
S14.50 »»<! S19.50
New Spring Merchandise Arriving.
TIES—SHIRTS—SOCKS
"I Am Read For Taps Ball, Are You?"

TCU Students
Study Old West
FORT WORTH, Texas— <ACP)
—The Flavor of the heritage and
culture of the Southwest characterizes many of 'the classes at
Texas Christian University.
"The average student was learning all about the English miracle
plays and nothing about the Mexican border plays; everything
about Roman gods and Beowulf
and nothing about Pecos Bill and
Paul Bunyan's excursion to the
Southwest," explains Dr. Rebecca
Smith, English department head,
who has been a leader in develop-

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome

MAYFAITGRILL
MAIN STREET

ANDERSON, S, C

Refreshment
tefls yo<i i|

ment of the "Southwest Approach."
One of the first Southwest
courses—"Literature of the -Southwest"—was inaugurated in 1933.
Students delve into the home life
of the early Southwest, food, marriage customs, religious beliefs,
superstitions,
pottery, bVmket
weaving, geography and architecture.
T. C. U. offered one of the first
university courses in the United
States on "The History of Mexico."
But the Southwest influence extends well beyond formal courses.
Cowboy songs are the hobby of
Dr. Newton Gaines, professor of
physics. Motion pictures in color
of Indian life are the specialty of
Dr. W. M. Winton, professor of
biology and geology. Paintings of
Texas life—particuarly oil field
scenes—form a great portion of
the work of Prof. Sam P. Zeigler,
professor of art. And a "Southwest Room" in'T. C. U.'s library
is the pride and joy of the school.

IPTAY PAYERS
The following men have paid
their IPTAY dues for the year:
W. W. Kirven, Darlington; K. F. Gettya,
McCorniick; W. H. Balron, Camden. N.
J.; J. C. Caldwell, Charlotte, N. C; Henry
li. Harper, Anderson: J. E. Fosamond,
Greenville: Dr. J. \V. Harter, Orang^bhrgr;
S M. Marti'b. Jr.', Trenton, N. .).: R. C.
Hirks, Charlotte, >'. C.i M. C. Seaborn, At.
lanla.

ti:i.

Also D. C. Britt. Little Galls, N. J.;
.T. Roy Pennell,
Spartanburg-;
P. H.
Cothran, Charlotte, N. C; J. R. Ouzts,
Jr., Greenwood: J. H Seal. Greenwood;
W. W. Spearman, Greenville: Dr. W. A.
Barnelt. Greenwood; G. H. Bailes, Anderson; Joshua Ward. New York City;
A. C. ConliMley. 1 'haiii-x'.on; j. C. At.
laway. Petersburg, Va.: T. K, Turner,
Denmark.
Also 1.1. L. S. Ehrhardt. 1'ort Knox,
Ky.; Capt. W. A. l.awton. Fort Jaokson:
Henry S. Johnson, Columbia; Gary 1.
Finklea. Hynian: Hugh Webb Savannah,
Ga.:
Clarence S. Anderson. Knoxville.
Tenn.; Dr. J. L. Nieliles Seneea: L. P.
Slattery, Washington, D. C: M. E. Zeigler, Orangeburg; S. R. Fmley, Chattanooga, Tenn.

One hundred fifty University of
Texas students registered recently
for volunteer service to help Austin's various social agencies carry
on their cevilian defense work.

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry
Pause •••

COCA-COLA
C. K. HOOVER, Mfft

BOTTLING

M. D. Moore, textile engineering
'43, will be next year's editor of
the Bobbin and Beaker, official
publication of the textile school
Gordon E. Williams, editor, announced. Moore is from Elnoree.
C. A, Reese, textile chemistr
'43, is the new business manager
B. A. Chestochowski, textile chemistry '43, and L. S. Ligon, textile
engineering '43, will serve as associate and managing editors.
Aviation Cadet Walter S. flfelOther newly appointed staff men
son, Jr., who has completed
are J. J. McCarthy, textile engihis basic training and is now
neering, '43, Manasquan, N. Y., asstationed at the Southern Avisistant managing editor;
C. P.
ation ischool at Decatur, GeorClanton, textile engineering '43,
Lancaster, advertising manager; D.
H. Blakney, textile engineering '43,
Lancaster, assistant* advertising
manager; D. F. Allen, textile chemistry '43, Langly, circulation manager; J. H. Miller, textile engineering '43, Greenville, assistant circulation manager; and T. A. Turner, textile engineering '44, Jackson,
Miss'., publicity manager.
Reese is from Rock Hill, Ligon
from Greenville, and Chestochowski (rom New York City.
Members of the retiring staff
besides Williams are E. A. LaLt. Col. Floyd I;. Parks, mechanical Roache, J. H. Barton, A. H. Gregand electrical engineering '17, has ory, R. S. Berry, and H. L. Sturgts.
been named by Lieut. Gen. Lesley
J. McNair as his Deputy Chief of Architects Needed
Staff of the U. S. Army Ground
Forces, Army War College, Wash- For War Positions
ington, D. C. With Government
His designation to this important
office came as a result of the reArchitects are being sought to
cent army reorganization which fill Federal positions in the -war
placed Lt. Gen.. McNair in com- program, it was announced recentmand of the Army Ground Forces ly by the Civil Service Commission
within the continental Jfimits of at Washington. Fields of architecthe United States, i Prior to his ture in which persons may qualify
new assignment, Lt. Col Parks was are design, specifications, and esSecretary of the General Staff at timating,, with salaries ranging
Army General Headquarters, or from $2000 a year for junior architects to $3200 a year for associate
"GHQ".
architects. A sufficient number of
Backed by an impressive mili- eligibles to meet anticipated governtary record of meritorious achieve-, ment needs have not been obtained
ment in staff and field work, Col, from the architect examinations,
Parks is an authority on mechan- announced a year ago. No written
ized warfare and military opera- test is required, and applicants will
tion. According to the new Army be judged on their experience and
Ground set-up, his duties will be training.
closely associated with those of
Architects appointed in design
the Chief of Staff, Brigadier Gen- will survey work under construction
eral Mark W. Clark, of whom Gen- and do research in the factors pereral McNair will rely to a great taining to architectural design.
extent for putting in effect the Persons working in specificati'oiW-'
training plan which calls for the will write architectural specificaactivation of 32 new triangular di- tions, while those appointed for estimating work will estimate from
visions this year.
sketches the cost envolved in all
Col. Parks was born in Louis- phases of building.
ville, Kentucky, in 1896, the son of
For the positions ofjunior archiJudge and Mrs. Lyman Lewis Parks. tects, the completion of a four year
He entered Clemson College in course in architectural engineeiiir1914, and here received his basic at a recognized college or univer.4military training, graduating in ty is required. Senior students whe
1917 with a B. S. degree in Me- will complete their college courses
chanical and Electrical Engineer- within six months from the date
ing. During his senior year at of filing application may apply. For
Clemson he was Cadet Major of the other positions work in one of
the Corps of Cadets and Editor-in- the specified branches over a twochief of "The Tiger". In 1924 he year period must be shown, in additook his M. S. in Mechanical En- tion to appropriate education. There
gineering 'at Yale University, New is no age limit on these positions.
Those persons who are qualified
Haven, Conn.
are urged to apply at once. Blanks
for applications will be accepted
ripe peach juice.
at the Commission's office in WashProfessor Musser pointed out ington office until the needs of the
that profitable dispostal of South service have been met.
Carolina's peach crop has been an
A number of Wayne University
acute problem and with the estimation that approximately half of classes in retailing are being con^
South Carolina's peach trees are ducted inside Detroit stores this
not yet in production, signified semester in a project to make unithat the problem will become more versity vocational training of the
most immediate value possible.
severe each year.

Lf. Col. Parks
Made Deputy
Chief Of Staff

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

—AT-

SULLIVATVT
HARDWARE CO. 11
Anderson, South Carolina

em

C. Y. THOMASON CO.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS
GREENWOOD, S. C.

Go refreshed

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

The problem of how South Carolina peach growers can utilize
their entire bumper crops is being
given extensive study in the Clemson College Horticultural Products
Laboratory, and at the end of the
first year's work Professors A. M.
Musser, head of the horticultural
department, and L. O. Van Blaricom, in charge of the experimental work, have acclaimed the results of the laboratory "highly
successful."
"This work is already proving
of great value to South Carolina
peach growers," Professor Musser
said, "and we see every indication
of its increasing value as we continue experiments under way and
begin work with other fruits and
. vegetables."
Primarily concerned with the
successful canning of freestone
peaches, the laboratory personnel
experimented with 36 varieties last
year, canning approximately one
thousand cases of whole and half
peaches. One case contains two
dozen one pound, fourteen ounce
cans. The laboratory is now being
put in order for the further experimental work and for canning
the forthcoming 1942 crop.
"Our 1941 peach canning was
definitely successful," Van Blaricom said, "which means that the
peaches 'taste' good and can be
canned both economically and
profitably. We are convinced that
a dozen or more varieties of treestone peaches that are adapted to
our climate conditions and that
produce good yields can be as successfully grown and canned as the
peaches of California. California
put up approximately 95 per cent
of the peach pack of the U. S. in
1939."
frankly admitting that the
"proof of the pudding"—and the
peaches—is in its taste, Van
Blaricom pointed out that the
thousand cases canned last year
were bought almost as soon as they
reached the market, and orders
placed indicated a very large market for high quality canned freestone peaches.
A food broker who purchased
nearly half of the laboratory's entire output last year has already
asked for ■ this year's complete
production. He also indicated that
he himself is one of the oest consumers, saying; "I used to stop
eating peaches when the season
ended, but those Clemson canned
peaches have made peaches one of
our year-round desserts."
In the face of outstanding experimental canning by the Clemson laboratory, Van Blaricom indicated the financial risk of planning a cannery for the handling
of peaches only.
"Successful, profitable canning
necessarily depends upon a long
season," he pointed out, "and for
this reason—the hope of elongating the canning season—we are
working on many different varieteis that ripen at different times."
Over one hundred varieties of
peaches have been grown in the
experimental orchards of the S. C.
Experiment Station for many
years and date obtained from
these varieties show that any peach
section of the state can grow a
number of varieties that ripen in
sequence and that will keep a
cannery operating on peaches
alone between two and three
months.
And with the view to utilizing
the peach as much as possible, the
Clemson laboratory is working
with the peach preserves, peach
juice, and peach butter, a product
similar to apple butter. Some
Work is being done on blackberry
and blue damson plum preserves,
sweet corn, snapbeans and pasturized apple cider.
The possibility of manufacturing peach juice, to be marketed
very much the same as pineapple
or grapefruit juice or as a bottled
drink, ,is another problem receiving considerable attention. Thirsty
customers may soon ask the boys
at the soda fountain for a "peach
milk shake," made from good,
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Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . ..
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CLEMSON TIGER PICTURE NEWS
PHOTOS BY HUFFORD

i/

The Commandant's daughter, Clemson's Honorary
Cadet Colonel Wylene
Pool, took the school over
Friday night at Moonlight
parade. Left above, she
salutes to colors with
Brazeale and his staff,
and (right) later turns to
greet Nancy Gilder Coleman, who was the lucky
girl on the hill last year..

Bobby Thomas, front man for the newly
reorganized Jungaleers, leads the band
as it swings out for Junior-Senior dancegoers. In the foreground, taking a ride

on the saxophone, is a high school lad
from Orangeburg who will probably be
with the band next year.

1111111
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Blue Key worms catch a little first class hazing at an
after dinner, Jew Shop pep meeting. Clad in underwear,
regulation uniform for worms, are initiates Tom Stanly,

Bob Moise, Kenneth Cribb, Milton LeRoy, Walker Gardiner, and Earl Roberts.

Gordon 0. Perkins and J.
O. Dysart, newly elected
director and business
manager of the Jungaleers
talk over plans for a summer tour.

Here (left) is part of
themob that jammed into
the Field House for the
Friday night dance of the
Jnior-Senior series. They
had a big time at the
dance, then adjourned to
the mess hall for one of
Harcomb's banquets.

Blue Key initiates lent, a remotely feminine touch to the annual worm parade on
Bowman field Friday afternoon. Dressed
in rather long talk silk bloomers, of the

type usually worn by the fair sex, Worms
Kenneth Cribb and Walker Gardiner
stand on the hill while the other worms
carry out the parade.

1
The new and old staffs of
the Taps (rights look over
a lay-out for the book.
Grouped around the table
are Herring, the new editor, Kinder, retiring art
editor, Alman, retiring
business manager, Konduros, new business manager, Dixon, retiring editor, and Cooler, new art
editor.
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Rooster Baseballers And Cindermen To Come Here This Week-End
Clemson Nine Track Squads To
Block C Elects Berry President Plays Carolina Clash Saturday

Ball Player
Named Early
Good news comes from the war fronts of the fighting
Tigers. Our tracksters and tennists have kept their slates This Week
clean over the weekend, while coach Rogers' baseball team
split two fast contests. "Rock" Norman's cindermen trounced PC's Blue Stockings to the tune of 71-55; Hoke Sloan's
racquet swingers put the skids to the College of Charleston,
the University of South Carolina, and Furman in succession; and the Rogersmen took Camp Gordon's service team
but dropped a ten inning thriller to PC's Hose.
TIGERS TAKE HOSE ON TRACK
In fine form, Clemson's track stars captured 8 of 14
first places as they downed a scrappy PC squad led by Blake
and Aiken, who took all of the Hose firsts between them.
John Dickson, ex-Anderson High all-state fullback,
and George Fritts, all-Southern Tiger tackle, took top
honors for the Bengals as they copped two firsts apiece.
Sophomore Dickson kept up his fast pace in the 100 and
220 yard dashes, winning both easily to keep his varsity
record unmarred in two meets. Fritts was the man
where the weights were concerned as he took both shot
put and discus events.
Captain Cleo Fennell went to his season high of 13'-3"
in the pole vault and took the event with characteristic ease.
Fennell has not yet hit his top, and Clemson fans expect him
to keep going on up.
"Whitey" Graham romped home ahead of the field to
-win the 440 yard dash. Harry Franklin outran Timberlake,
Hose flash in the half mile, to also keep his varsity slate
clean. Fred Morgan came through again to win the hurdles.
The most thrilling contests of the meet were the
mile and two mile runs between Johnny Beckett and
PC's Larry Aiken. The two ran neck-and-neck until the
stretch was reached, and there Aiken's superior sprinting told the tale as he copped both events.
Other Bengal point makers who deserve mention were
"Boo" Lachicotte in the 100 and 220 yard dashes, Jess Goodman in the half mile, and Felix Marbury in the high hurdles.
Also, Cal Griffin and Gene Johnson in the javelin throw,
Charlie Minis in the shot put, Frank Ivey and Howard Copeland in the broad jump, and Frank Lietner in the high jump.
CAROLINA NEXT
The Carolina meet here Saturday afternoon will
bring together the two strongest track teams in the
state. Riley, Gamecock dash flash, and Krivonak, weight
man, are the Birds' individual stars. Riley is one of the
fastest men in the South, and his duels with John Dickson should be thrillers. George Fritts will have to reach
better marks in both the shot put and discus to beat
Krivonak's best heaves.
Coach Norman's men will be seeking their eighth
successive win in as many starts as they tangle with
Carolina, and a fast meet is assured.
TENNIS HOT
The tennis team has added three more state victims to
their number. The College of Charleston, Carolina, and Furman fell before the determinel racquets of the Bengal
strokers. Only the boys from Furman gave the Tigers a
fight of it, the final count being 4-3. Pitts, number one Hurricaner, took the only singles match, while the Tigs dropped both doubles contests.
Roy Bobo, now playing number three and four man, is
still undefeated in varsity competition. Buck Goudelock and
Bob Kay have also been going well, as has Lee Milford.
ON THE DIAMOND
With their first state loss incurred at PC, the baseball team dropped into second place in the state race,
but the race is still neck-and-neck. The PC game was a
nip-and-tuck tussle broken up only when Bub Montgomery doubled in the last half of the tenth inning to drive
in the winning run. Wince Holliday, Luther Rentz, and
Joe Blalock saw mound service, Jumpin' Joe getting
credit for the loss.
The boys will meet Carolina's Gamecock here .tomorrow
(Friday) afternoon. The Birds have not shown much so far
this season, but a Carolina-Clemson game can never be predicted.
Homer Coker, soph right fielder, is leading the hitting
parade. Bunched at the top also are Red Belk, Bob Berry,
and Herb Jessen. Holliday is the most effective hurler with
a record of five wins and one loss.
BLOCK "C" ELECTS
The Block "C" Club has elected officers for the coming
school year 1942^43. Bob Berry, star shortstop on the Tiger
baseball team for the past season and a half, was named,
president. Berry hails from Bowman, S. C. and is a fine
choice as club leader. His spirit on the diamond shows that
he-will be a hustler off it as well.
Claude "Rock" Rot-hell of Saluda was elected vice-president. Rothell is one of the finest blocking backs in the conference and has been widely acclaimed. The "Rock" is recognized by his mates for his spirit and determination on
and off the gridiron. Bob Moise, basketball letterman from
Sumter was named secretary. Johnnie Sweatte, also of Sumter, reserve fullback of the past two seasons will be club
treasurer. Sweatte will be remembered for his services
against VMI and Wake Forest particularly and is being
counted on next year.
The new officers have alreadv assumed their duties.
FRITTS
The Tiger Brotherhood, local service fraternity,
inaugurated a fine idea when its members gave a medal
to the senior football player with the best scholastic
record. Big George Fritts, star tackle and all-Southern
for the past three seasons, was the man selected. Fritts
reserves all praise for this achievement. In addition to
being in good standing scholasticly, Fritts is a leader,
having been alternate captain of the football team and
vice-president of the Bloc "C" Club. It's a fine project
and a good selection.
ODDS 'N ENDS: Jacobs of PC, who took second place in
the pole vault Saturday, beat Cleo Fennell when the two
met both their senior year in high school and freshman year
at college. Blake, high scoring Hose trackster also went
higher than Fennell their frosh year .... FennelFs mark
of 13'-3" reached in the PC meet is better than the official
state record which he holds . . . .Charlie Mims, sophomore
Tig third baseman who is one of the most powerful hitters
on the team, was drafted for the PC meet and took third
place honors in the discus ....

The Block "C" Club elected Bob
Beriy. '43, animal husbandry major
from Bowman, president for next
year. Claude Rothell, '43, agricul-,
ture major, of Saluda, was named
vice-president,
while Bob Moise
and Johnny Sweatte, both engineering juniors from Sumter, were named secretary and treasurer respectively.
Membership in the Block "C"
Club is limited to men who have
made letters in at least one of
Clemson's major sports which are
football, basketball, boxing, baseball, and track.
Berry ousted a letterman from the
shortstop spot on the Tiger baseball team before the first game
his sophomore year and has held
that post ever since. The diminutive slugger has established himself as one of the finest infielders
in the state both at the plate and
in the field. His pep and determination-have been the key to many
a Tiger rally on the diamond.
Rothell has been one of the best
blocking backs in the conference
as alternated in that position tor
the past two
grid
campaigns.
"Rock" is being counted on strongly next season as he winds up his
varsity career.
Sweatte has been outstanding as
a reserve fullback on coach Howard's,
gridiron
aggregation. He
first broke into the limelight with
a 45 yard touchdown run against
VMI.
In addition to
athletics,
Sweatte is enrolled in the school
of electrical engineering, one of
the toughest at Tigertown.

Yale Professor
Advances Solar
Energy Theory
NEW HAVEN, Conn.—(ACP) —
Prof. C. C. Purnas of Yale University believes man can tap the sun
for inexhaustible power simply by
doing "efficiently what nature has
been doing inefficiently for 1,000,000,000 years."
All that man must do to harness
solar energy, he says, is to reverse
the photo-chemical process by which
plants convert sunlight, water and
carbon dioxide into the substance
of life.
By obtaining such a freely bestowed supply of power, Purnas
said, mankind might eliminate
many of the causes of international strife and bring peace to the
world.
Purnas says current sources ot
energy will be insufficient generations hence.
Examining various suggested substitutes for petroleum, coal and
water power, he discarded wind,
tidal wave and atomic energy
schemes as inadequate or impracticable.
In direct utilization of solar radiation, enough of which falls on a
factory roof "to operate all the
machinery in the place," Purnas
found some grounds for optimism.
Of the several methods proposed
for harnessing such power, he said
the "best idea" is utilization of
photo-chemical reactions.

Bishop Gravatt To
Make Annual Visit
The Rev. John T. Gravatt, Bishop of the Diocese of upper South
Carolina, will make his
annual
visit to the Church of Holy Trinity
on Sunday, May fourth, it was
announced last night by the Rev.
John A. Pinckney. At this service the Rev. Gravatt will administer the Rite of Confirmation.
All Episcopal students are cordially invited to attend and to
bring their friends with them to
hear Rev. Gravatt's sermon on that
day.

Here Tomorrow Afternoon

Cleo Fennel, who pole vaulted thirteen
feet and three inches against Presbyterian college last Saturday afternoon to

take this phase of the track meet. He
takes this jump in his stride and hasn't
yet reached his peak.

Tiger Cubs
Win First
Four Games

Tiger Tennis
Team Wins 6,
Loses 3 Games

Joe Sherman's Clemson Freshman baseball team has been setting a fast pace in their first four
games, having taken them all by
comfortable margins.
The local
CCC camp fell twice
before the
bats of the frosh by scores of 39-2
and 15-1. Westminster Mills was
the next victim by a 9-2 count, and
Orr Mills went down next 5-2.
In the first CCC
contest, the
Cubs collected 31 hits and in the
second, they got 15. Both Leo Fischer and Hank Sullivan have lilt
for the circuit.
Leading the pitching staff for the
frosh are Pete Parthemos and Ferrel.
Orr gave the Cubs their first real
competition as they ran up against
their first good pitching. Bridges
fanned twelve Cubs in the five innings that he
worked, but the
Clemsons were too strong for the
visitors.
The Rats will play Maxwell Orphanage here Saturday afternoon
and will
take on
Brevard next
Monday and Tuesday. The squad is
composed of the following men:
3 base—Jacovus, Hurst.
2 base—Davis, Jacobs
1 base—Fischer, Goddin
shortsrtop—Gillespie, Beard
Centerfield—Bullard, Tate
leftfield—Hutto
rightfield—Edens, Holtzeschieter
pitcher—Partemos, Ferrel.

Clemson's tennis team won three
consecutive matches in the last
week to bring their total to 6 won
and 3 lost. Last Thursday The
College of Charleston came here
to meet the Tigers and were defeated 6-1. Monday
our
team
treked to Greenville to beat Furman in a very close match 4-3.
Saturday Spring Hill will play
nere, and this will be one of the
more difficult of the season as
Spring Hill is one of the top ranking teams of the nation. The
match will begin at 2:30 and probably one of the best teams to play
here this season will be in action.
The season will be wound up when
the Tigers meet Carolina at Columbia on the second of May.
Roy Bobo continues to be the
leader in the win column for Clemson, having annexed nine straight
victories.
Buck Goudelock is in
second place having won seven and
lost two.
The Freshman tennis team defeated Georgia Tech Frosh at Atlanta on Tuesday by the score of
seven-two.
Wilbur Greyard, Ben
Turner, Hugh Puller,
and
Joe
Brown won one of doubles matches.
Tommy Stone was the only Tiger
to loose, but it was a very close,
hard fought match. All of the
matches went to three sets, and
Hoke Sloan was so impressed with
the showing that he plans to arrange a post season match between the Freshman and the Varsity.

Graduate Receives
Sealed Orders

First Lieutenant J. S. Hunter,
'37, son of Professor J. E. Hunter,
left recently for Orlando, Fla., to
Clemson Girl Wins
receive sealed orders. Lt. Hunter
enlisted in the army last October
Speaking Contest
and spent several months in the
Geanie Stuart Perrier of Clem- Signal Corps and Warning Trainson was one of the winners of the ing School at Port Mammoth, N.
district one reading and declama- J.
tion contest of the state high school
league held at Williamston last
Thursday. She spoke on the topic of
the "Alien".
As a winner of the contest, Miss
Perrier will be entitled to compete
in the South Carolina finals to be
held at Columbia on April 30 during
High School Week.

Second Lieutenant Theodore
(Teddy) Boselli, popular Clemson College baseball shortstop
and bantamweight
boxer of
1937-38-39 was one of the 14
army fliers recently awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross
for "extraordinary
achievement" while carrying out an
assignment in the face of bad
weather, low ceiling, icing conditions and a possibility of
crashing into barrage balloons./
The mission
was a perilous
nine-hour trans-Atlantic flight
to Britain.

Ball Players Collide,
No Serious Damage
Edward Martin Gettys and A.
C. Workman, Jr., both sophomores,
were hurt when they collided while
chasing a fly bail during a Softball
game on Bowman Field Tuesday
afternoon. The cadets who were
present at the time of the accident
were afraid to move the boys for
fear of causing serious injuries.
•The extent of the injuries is not
known, but other than a few cuts
and bruises, the boys seem to be
none the worse for the accident.

Clemson's
luckless
baseballers
will make another attempt to break
into the win column again against
South Carolina ■ here tomorrow after two extra inning one-run defeats at the hands of PC and Newberry.
Carolina has had a poor season
so far, having won only two ball
games, but these wins were against
Wofford and PC. The Tigers have
had bad luck this week and the
affair should
prove
interesting.
Homer Coker, soph outfielder, is
hampered by a strained sbTaider
and Winston Holliday, number one
pitcher who has a record of five
wins and one loss, will probably
not work because of a bad elbow.
The contest at Newberry was a
fast and interesting one from start
to finish. The, score was deadlocked at one and one until the
fourth inning when Clemson pushed across two runs to take the
lead. The Indians came 'back in
the fifth to manage a run and come
within striking distance. The count
remained 3-2 going into the ninth
inning.
The Tigers were unable to score
in their half of the ruhth, and the
count was two outs in the final
stanza when an error let the tying
run across. Clemson was again unable to score as the teams battled
into the tenth. Watson singled
across the winning marker for Newberry as an Indian who had reached base on an error and had advanced to second beat the Tiger
outfielder's throw to the plate.
Joe Blalock went the route for
the Bengals and pitched good ball.
Hutchinson, a southpaw, started for
the Indians and was relieved by
Randel.
The game was highlighted by a
remarkable catch by Tiger
left
fielder "Whitey" Herring. Herring
went after a long outfield fly that
looked like a certain hit and caught
it just before it hit the left field
fence. He was unable to stop and
fell through the fence, breaking one
board loose. Herring then relayed
the ball to first base to complete
a double play on a runner who had
advanced, thinking it was a clean
hit.

Harvard Professor
Predicts Future
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — (ACPI —
•Ignoring war's turmoil, Harvard
university's professor of geology,
Dr. Kirtley F. Mather, launches
the cheerful prediction that the
human, species probably has a 500,000-year future and that the earth's
resources are bountiful enough to
keep mankind going' for millions of
years.
No need to worry that man's specialization in brains will be his
downfall, as the dinosaurs' overspecialized bony army plate is supposed to have helped along their
extinction, Dr. Mather declares.
Man needs to act with more intelligence, and to increase his ability to see in advance the remote
consequences of contemplated action, the geologist concludes.
If homo sapiens is an average
species of the earth's creatures in
longevity, the human race that now
rules the earth is still young with
a mere 50,000 years to its credit.
Our golden age, if any, is in the
future, Dr. Mather foresees. After
a half million years more of existence, our type of mankind may
either exit via a blind alley or develop into a descendant better adjusted to environment than we are.

Lt. Bradford Called
To Active Duty

Lieutenant Cyril O. Shuler, '34,
of Aiken, was recently promoted to
the rank of captain. He is with the
Army Air Forces at Lawson Field,
Port Benning, Georgia.
Lt. Shuler was manager of the
varsity boxing team while at Clemson.
Prof. Florence Billig of Wayne
University, who is supervisor of exact
science in Detroit public
schools, has been elected president
of the National Association for Research in Science Training.
The University of Wisconsin
military science department is
training 1,881 cadets for duty with
the army

Proof that a football star isn't
necessarily just a hunk of beef who
blocks and tackles and eats and
sleeps is George Fritts, recent winner of the Tiger
Brotherhood's
award to the most
outstanding
football player-scholar. There's no
doubt of "Bobie's" prowess on the
gridiron, as the husky Tiger tackle
has been recognized as all-Southern during all three of his varsity
seasons, and the registrar's office
vounches for the fact that he has
kept his scholastic average above
average to boot.
Big George took over the varsity
tackle position the day he played
his last freshman game. He played a par ticularly clever game at
all times, one of his chief assets
being the ability to diagnose opponents' plays before they were
able to function. In addition to

PC Blue Socks
Take Ball Game
Form Tigers

Lt. Henry Bradford, '41, of
Rome, Georgia, has been assigned
to the Wellton Air Depot, Robins
Field, Georgia, where he is Personal Officer, 36th Air Depot
Group.
Before entering the service Lt.
Bub Montgomery doubled in the
Bradford was a Laboratory Technician for the Goodyear Tire and j tieing and winning runs today and
I gave Presbyterian a 12-11 victory
Rubber Company.
j over Clemson in a 10-inning ball
Dr. Wallace Atwood, president of game.
University of Michigan student
organizations gave 637 parties dur- Clark University, is a nationally- I Donnie Strickland, first man up
known geographer.
for the Hose, homered.
ing the 1940-41 school year.
The defeat toppled Clemson from
the ranks of the undefeated and
put the Rose in the lead in the
State race.

College 4-H Club
Attends Conference
At Camp Long
Thirteen members of the Clemson College 4-H Club attended a
meeting of the Inter-collegiate 4-iH
conference at Camp Long, near
Aiken, on April 17-19. D. W. Watkins, director of the Clemson extension service, was guest speaker
and used as his topic "The Intercollegiate 4-H Youth in a Nation
and World at War".
Ben R. Leonard, vocational agricultural education
'42, of Donalds, was presdient
this
year
Claude Hughey, Clemson student,
was elected secretary and treasurer for the next conference.

George Fritts Receives Tiger
Brotherhood Athletic Award

Lieutenant Shuler
Is Now Captain

With a record of two wins and
no losses, the crack Tiger team is
preparing to meet the University
of South Carolina Saturday afternoon. Carolina is Clemson's strongest opponent for state Championship honors, and will be the ordei
of the day when the two undefeated teams clash.
In a fast and exciting meet lastSaturday, Clemson defeated P: C.
by a Score of 71 to 55. Though
several events Were close, the outstanding ones were the mile and
two mile between Johnny Beckett
and Larry Aiken. Both races were
close, with the boys continually
swapping the lead until the end
when Aiken's spectacular sprinting
-put him across first in both events.
The most one-sided affairs were
the pole vault and the half mile.
Cle-o Fennel reached a new height
of 13 ft. 3 in. with his pole vaulting .which was about two feet
higher than his opponent went
and was an unofficial state record.
Sophomore Harry Franklin led his
closest contender by twenty yards
at the finish of the half mile. JottaDickson took first places in the
100 and 220 ward dashes
with
"Whitey" Graham breaking
the
tape in the 440.
The weight event between George
Fritts and PC's Bud Collier drew
much attention as Fritts won both
the shot and discus by small margins. Blake of P. C. took first
place in the javelin, broad jump,
and low hurdles to win top scoring
honors.
Clemson's Fred Morgan
took first place in the high hurdles
and second places in the low hurdles and high jump.
;
Coach Norman is expecting a
close meet between his tracksters
and the Gamecocks. In their two
trials this year, the Carolina men
have defeated Furman and P. C.
by large scores. They have one
of the strongest teams in the state
and have several outstanding individual stars.
The feature events will be the
100 and 220 yard dashes between
Dickson and Carolina's Riley. In
a previous meet, Riley ran the 100
in 9.7 seconds which is faster than
the state record. Dickson and Riley are considered the top ranking
dash men in the state, and their
meeting is looked to with much interest.
Fritts will have to better his
previous marks in the weights to beat Krivonak's mark of 45 ft. for
the shot and 140 ft. for the discus.
Fritts is a hard man to beat and it
will be a close contest. Last year
Fritts defeated Krivonak in the discus but lost the shot.
If the record of previous meets
are any indication. Clemson should
take the high hurdles, though the
low hurdles contenders
will
be
evenly matched. Carolina has no
outstanding distance man and Beckett should take both the mile
and two mile. Franklin's time on
the half mile has been unequalled
by a Carolina man this season, but
Rucks lias set a better time than
"Whitey" Graham in the 440.
Cleo Fennell is continuing
tc.
reach higher marks with his pole"
vaulting and his first points are expected. Jack Richards' chief op
ponent for second place will le
Attoway, who also runs the 7ow
hurdles for the Birds,

playing "heads up" ball, Fritts displayed a brand of blocking and |
tackling that has rarely been equalled on the Clemson grid.
Fritts has been a leader in his
campus groups also. Last year he
was elected to lead the Bengal
gridsters as alternate captain along
with captain Wade Padgett.
In
addition to this .honor, he has acted as vice-president of the Block
"C" Club which is composed of
cadets having made monograms in
Clemson's major sports.
The Lenoir City, Tennessee booy
is enrolled in the school of Vocational Agricultural Education. He
is a first lieutenant in the military
organization of the Clemson brigade and will go into the Army as y'6^
a second lieutenant upon gradu- j
ation in Juna

University of Michigan students
donated 350 pints of blood during
a recent campus "blocd bank"
drive.
Total University of Texas enrollment for the current long session is 10,042 individuals, 104 fewer than for last year.

GEORGE FRITTS

More than 1,500 University ol
Michigan students are receiving
military training as a part of thei*
college work.
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Tibbett To Appear In Concert Here Monday
Tibbet To Sing
Here Monday In
Last Of Series
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Winfhrop Symphonettes To Play
In Auditorium Saturday Night
The Winthrop Symphonettes, a
group of twelve musicians selected
from the Winthrop band, will be
presented in the college auditorium
Saturday night under the auspices
of the Tiger Brotherhood, local
honor fraternity.
The group, which is directed by
Dr. Gore of the Winthrop music
faculty, will present a program of
light classics and popular music in
the chapel Saturday night, and will
H!| be on the program at Vespers Sun' day.
The Brotherhood is bringing the

Lawrence Tibbett, the foremost
American singer of our time, will
appear in the final program of the
Ciemson Artist Series Monday night
in the Field House.
Tibbett, who has sung the baritone roles in Rlgoletto, .Otello,
Aida, and most of the great operas,
will sing a well-balanced ' concert
here. The program will include
selections by Schubert, Brahms,
Rosa, Scarlett!, and aria
from
;
'Herodiade" by Massenet, and compositions by other well known musicians.
This great baritone's performance
will close a season which has
brought to Ciemson Bidu Sayou, soprano, the Navy Band, the Southern Symphony, and Alex TempleBy BONNER MANLY
ton, widely known pianist.
Professor J. S. Meares, one of
the newest professors at Ciemson,
"Tibbett is one of the most amazis, in addition to his teaching in
ing musical phenomenon of our
the Physics department, conducttime" wrote a leading newspaper
ing a series of experiments dealing
about him not long ago. The story
Jimmy Dawson, outstanding news analyst who spoke to the stuwith the penetrating power of Cosof this California boy who rose
dent body at Chapel last Wednesday. Dawson, who broadcasts
mic Rays in the old railroad tunnel
from a wandering minstrel in the
daily over the Greenville station, talked on the war and its specblasted into Stumphouse Mountain
tacular developments.
streets of Los Angeles to his presa few miles above Walhalla.
"ent musical eminence is a true
Professor Meares, a native of
American saga. Tibbett was twenFountain Inn, South Carolina, did
ty-five when he journeyed from
his undergraduate study at the
the West to New York to study
University of South Carolina. Upon
music. In six months he had a
completion of his course at the unicontract to sing with the MetroProvision has been made for offering during first term versity, he attended the University
poltan Opera company, but for of summer school the regular college courses listed below. of Chicago, Cornell, and Duke University where he completed work
small roles only. A short time latOthers may be provided if a sufficient number of students for master's degree.
er he sang the part of "Ford" in
He is teaching physics at CiemFalstaff and landed on the front request them. Students interested in courses not listed
son on exchange from North Caroshould make immediate request at Registrar's Office.
pages.
lina State College for one year in
Regular College courses—First Term:
Here is the complete program.
order to complete the experiment
SCHOOL OG AGRICULTURE
I To Be Near Thee
Rosa
with cosmic rays.
Agronpmy 20, Soils
The Sun on The Ganges ....
Professor Meares has completed
Mathematics 12 Analytics
Agronomy 31, Fertilizers
Scarlett!
all the resident work at Duke UniMathematics
13
-st
Sem.
Algebra
Agricultural Engineering 38, Soil
Defend Her, Heaven from
Mathematics 14 2nd Sem. Algebra versity that is required for his
Conservation
doctor's degree, and is at present
"Theodora .... Handel-Lebell
Mathematics 15 Algebra
Animal Husbandry 21 (Replace A.
obtaining material for his thesis
II The Wanderer .... Schubert
Mathematics 21
H.
12
in
new
curriculum)
work.
Love Song ...:
BrahmsMathematics 22
Animal Husbandry 31 Feeds and
The experiment being conducted
Mathematics 23
Morning
Strauss
Feeding
to determine the penetrating powMathematics 24 Calculus
If Love Hath Entered Thy
Botany 15 (In new curriculum reer of cosmic rays requires a setMathematics 27
Heart
Marx
places Bot. 11, 13, 14, 16)
up of complicated and delicate apMathematics 28
III Giga
JCammell
Bacteriology 31
Mathematics 32 Dif. Equations paratus which records atomic exIf Thou Art Near .... BachDairy 33, Genetics
plosions upon photographic paper.
Physics 11
Warren
Zoology 15 (In new curriculum
After the paper has been developPhysics 12
Capriccio in F Sharp Minor
replaces Zoology 11 and 21)
ed, data is obtained which enables
Physics 21.23
SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY
Handel-Letabell
Professor Meares to determine the
Physics 22.24
Chemistry
11
Mr. WILLIE
number and intensity of the exploPhysics 27
Chemistry
12
VI Aria: Virginia Fugitive, from
sions. From this data, and through
Physics 29.
Anal. Chem. 21, Qualitative
a complicated calculation, the pen"Herodiade"
Massentt
Psychology 35
Anal.
Chem.
23'
Qualitative
V Pilgrams Song . TchaikowSociology 31
Organic
Chem.
21
sky
Sociology 42
Organic Chem. 23
None But The Lonely Hearts
Spanish 11
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
N
Tchaikowsky
Spanish 21
E. E. 31 Pending
Spanish 22
Wander Shoes
Warren
E. E. 33 Pending
French- 11
,;*\The Erl King
Loewe
The Canterbury Club, religious
E. E. 35 Pending
French 21
VI The Hand Organ Manx ....
organization for Episcopal studE. E. 36 Pending
FFrench 22
Wolfe
dents, will have its last ^dance
E. E. 43 Pending
SCHOOL OF VOC. EDUCATION
In The Silent Night .... Rachthis year at 8 o'clock Saturday
M. E. 35 Pending
Voc. Ag. Ed 30
maninoff
M. E. 36 Pending
night in the Parrish House. The
Voc. Ag Ed 31b
Captain Stratton's Fancy ....
M. E. 31 Pending
dances that have been held at the
Voc.
Ag.
Ed
41b
M. E. 31.5 Pending
Taylor
Parrish House this year have ofVoc.
Ag.
Ed.
100
C. E. 31 Pending
fered Episcopal students a fine
Voc. Ed. Ed. 39
Drawing Pending
medium of entertainment, and all
Voc.
Ed.
43c
SCHOOL OF GENERAL SCIENCE
of these students are cordially inSCHOOL OF TEXTILES
English 15
vited to attend.
W.
D.
21
English 16
W. D. 22
English 21
*
W. D. 23
English 22
W. D. 24
English 31
W. D. 24
English 32
W. D. 31
English 37
W. D. 33
Economics 23
Clarence Allen McGill, mechanW. D. 34
Economics 24
ical engineering '26, of Bethlehem,
W. D. 35
Economics 31 Economics at War
Pa., formerly of Anderson County,
W. D. 36
Government 12
died in Bethlehem on Friday, April
W. D. 41
Government 43 Int. Relations
The War Department recently
17.
W. D. 44
History 14 ,
announced the promotion of two
W. D. 45
While at Ciemson Mr. McGill was
History 42 S'. C. Hist.
Ciemson graduates at the Advanced
W. D. 46
an outstanding student. He was a
Mathematics 11 Trignonmetry
Flying School, Turner Field, Ga.
company commander; president of
Clifton D. Wright, electrical inthe Anderson County Club; secdustrial engineering '29, of Rock
retary and treasurer of the AmerHill, was promoted to the rank of
Captain, and William J. Ragsdale,
ican Society of Mechanical EnTopeka, Kan. —(ACP)—Wash- mechanical engineering '40, of Easgineers; played on the varsity baseburn college's changeover to a mu- ley, was promoted to the rank of
ball team '24, 26, '26, captain '26;
DETROIT, Mich— (ACP) —The nicipal institution ended the long first lieutenant.
football squad ,24, '25; member of
Wright was appointed as an aviaBlock "C" Club, Electric City Club; Wayne University speech depart- prerogative of the John Ritchie
ment has established a community family to attend without paying tu- tion cadet in 1929. Upon compleand a member of the R. O. T. C.
service bureau to operate on three ition.
tion of his primary and basic trainThe steel used i nthe new Tex- "fronts" in serving civilian and
Back in 1858 Col. John Ritchie ing at Brooks Field, he took his
tile Building was rolled under the military morale.
gave the school $2,400, part
of advanced training at Kelly Field,
supervision of Mr. McGill, who
Siiice the day war began, the which was used to purchase the Texas, and there he received his
had been employed as superinten- work of re-directing speech depart- college site. The grateful trustees wings and was awarded his comdentdent of 42 and 48 Shape Mills, ment presentations to the public to extended the free tuition privilege mission. He is now serving as
Bethlehem Steel Company.
Commanding Officer of the School
serve wartime instead of peace- to his descendants.
Miss Jane Ritchie was about to Squadron of the Navigation School
time needs has been m progress.
The result has been the dropping claim the right, but entered as a at Turner Field.
Ragsdale was appointed an aviaof intercollegiate competition and paying student after the change.
the building up of three major"
phases of activity to form the buAnn Arbor, Mich.—,ACP)—War reau's program: (1) the speakers'
enonomies in use of trucks and bureau, (2) the readers' bureau,
automobiles are rapidly bearing and (3) the mobile theater.
The speakers' bureau maintains
results at the University of Michigan, according to Edward C. Par- a roster of qualified students, alumdon, superintendent of buildings ni and faculty members, who are
COMPAN Y, INC.
and grounds, who says when and prepared to speak on various phases
of
the
war,
including
possibilities
by whom university-owned vehiclof contributing to military and cies are to be used.
Six heavy trucks of fifteen for- vilian efforts.
The readers' bureau, long an
merly used by the university
storehouse
and
buildings
and agency for community entertaingrounds departments have been put ment, has added many patriotic sein dead storage for the duration lections, both poetry and prose, to
and will be used only in emergency, its repertoire of readings.
The mobile theater presents oneMr. Pardon reports.
Similar reductions, he said, may act plays and informative sketches,
be made in other departments as giving emphasis to entertainment
soon as studies of actual needs for service men and preparedness
information for civilians.
are completed.
All three phases of activity are
All university--owned passenger
cars and station wagons have been available, without charge except for
pooled and must be requisitioned transportation, to organizations of
for use by staff members. Perqui- the Detroit area.
sitions are approved only when
Only eight qf the 75 essential oils
common carrier facilities cannot
provide the services
needed, Mr. regularly used in perfumes are produced in the Western Hemisphere.
Pardon said.

Professor M
ay

[The La$tW3rd Aull To Head
—by, uncle, waUe*i\

group to the campus in line with
its policy of presenting outstanding
musical organizations from all over
South Carolina and Georgia. Tne
Brotherhood has jointly sponsored
the appearances of choirs from
Limestone and Furman this year,
and the production of Shakespeare's
"Macbeth" by the Avon players.
Arrangements are being made for
the members of the Symphonettes
to attend the regular Saturdaynight dance, or the dance at the
Parrish House that night, Bob
Buchanan, president, said.

Conducting
rimentation

SUMMER SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Canterbury Club To
Hold Last Dance

Graduate Dies
In Bethlehem

.

Promotion Of
Two Graduates

Wayne University
Starts Wartime
Morale Program

Now The Ritehies
Have To Pay, Too

Michigan University
Conserves Tires

\S&6UVUA£.

<$LL©OTDDBB0

AN INVESTMENT IN
GOOD APPEARANCE
26 S. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.

etrating power of the mysterious
ray is determined.
Stumphouse Mountain was selected for the experiment because of
the uniform temperature and atmospheric conditions that prevail there
throughout the year, and because of
its nearness to Celmson. Professor
Meares said that the existance of
the tunnel became known to the
officials sponsoring the experiment
through the wide publicity that was
given to the cheese experiment that
was conducted there.
The physics professor never goes
anywhere without one of his favorite pipes, and his hobbies are
photography and tennis.

Glenn To Speak
In State Meet
James Nelson Glenn, civil engineering, '45, of Ciemson, will
represent Ciemson at the State
Inter-collegiate Oratorical
Contest to be held at The Citadel in
Charleston tomorrow night. His
subject will be "Americanism".

Clemsonites Don't Appreciate Favors
Maybe A Thanksgiving Day Is Needed
Ciemson Cadets are just the
most unappreciative people in
the world. No matter what is
done for them, they just don't
seem to respond in the expected and usually accepted manner. Certain men have given
the best years of their lives
and some students have devoted their college caresrs to help
them, but are they thanked for
it?
College authorities have spent
countless hours thinking up
divers ways to make students
study, meet classes, get exercise, sleep enough, get proper
nourishment, take care of their
health, and stay sober. But
what happens? The students
spend most of the time they
should be carrying this out by
griping or beating out on these
regulations.
Take studying for instances.
Deficient students are required to remain on the campus on
week-ends in order to have
more time for study. But do
they do it? Not to a noticeable extent. They go out and
lie on the grass, read dime
thrillers, or just talk or sleep.
Then class attendance regulations. Ciemson has a fine set.
Only live up to them, and get
a West Point training right
there.
Drilling provides fine
exercises.
Even Senior privates are allowed to drill. But
they just can't see the value.
They too, want to beat out.
And mind you, they're Seniors.
The Military has a fine idea
for getting cadets to sleep on
time.
It's called Taps, and
you had better be there, or
else. Well, mostly a chance is

Newcomb Students
Get Sweetheart
Insurance
Dormitory students at Newcomb
college, New Orleans, have devised a type of "sweetheart insurance" which, they
believe, will
eliminate rivals in affairs of *,he
heart.
Should a student suddenly become unpopular and wait to no
avail for phone calls
from her
'steady" she can consult the dormitory "date book."
There, in black and white, she
may discover the trouble. For in
that book are recorded all dates of
dormitory girls, with the
exact
time of departure and return and
the name of the escort.
Failure to sign out, or errors in
signing, are taken up by the Campus Honor society and delinquents
are confined to the campus
for

taken on the "or else" clause.
'There's even an excuse to get
rid of dance dates early, Curfew. 30 and 20 for you, son.
Now Doc Milford gets a fine
salary or fee for keeping Clemsonites well. But all his efforts can't keep some citizens
well. They just don't take his
pills or stay here, when he orders it, to kill colds. They
think they have a better methor.j which sometimes works.
The Senior Council tries admirably to keep the boys sober.
But even here there are some
nasty individuals who must
break the rules, even ^when the
rules are made for their own
good. 30 and 20 for you, too.
Captain Harcombe, Clemson's
genial mess officer, has spent
fourteen years of his life trying to help Ciemson. Why, all
the administrative heads .admit that the food he turns out
is better than that they. get
from their ever loving wives
up on the hill. But still, no
gratitude. And all that nice
grits, too.
About the only thing that is
appreciated around here is the
free show proposition.
Even
there, it may be said there are
some not qutte pleased. They
want more of 'em. And they
want double features. Or one
on Monday. Or something.
Why can't Ciemson appreciate
things like
other
students?
Maybe a Ciemson Thanksgiving Day would help. Anyhow
who just don't like anything,
it's a suggestion. But to those
why don't you go to Furman?
It's a sure bet you would like
it. there.

Anderson Club
Next Year
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the department of Economics, Taxation,
a^id Public finance was elected
president of the Anderson RotaryClub for the next fiscal year at a^.
meeting of the board of directors*
last week.
vc. Aull was. vice-president of
the club last year. He succeeded
Jack Mulian as president.
The new officers will' attend the
district Rotary conferences to be
held at Asheville, N. C, May 3-5.
Wayne University has the largest group of students in history—
107—seeking the degree of bachelor of science up to May 1.

COLLEGE CAFE
—and—

SANDWICH
SHOP
"The Pride Of Ciemson"
Offers this week a steak
dinner to this outstanding
Ciemson Cadet

Lt. Hiott Called To
Duty In Air Corps
Lt. Erskine D. Hiott, '29, of St.
Matthews, was called to active
duty in the Air Corps recently. He
reported to Will Rogers Field, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Lt. Hiott was commissioned as a
pilot in the Air Corps on November 15,1940, at Kelly Field, Texas,
and was in the Air Corps Reserve.
The High School Agricultural
Congress has moved its 1942 meeting at Iowa State college up to
May 1.
several days.
There is a way to beat the game,
however. If one girl's boy
friend
takes a fancy to another of
the
students, the ''chiselers" can have
a strolling date on the large campus, in accordance with regulations, without recording the meeting.

TOM STANLEY
New Prexy of C. D. A.

We Serve Western
Steaks Exclusively
Regular Dinners
and Short
Orders

tion cadet in July, 1940, and reported to Hicks Field for training.
While at Ciemson, he was a member of Sigma Phi, local social fraternity, Scabbard and Blade, honor
senior military society, and a
member of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.

George Cavalaris, Owner
Member of IPTAY

ARMY OFFICERS UNIFORMS
CARRIED IN STOCK
We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers
who are entering active service.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Ciemson Cadets.
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L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM,

Official College Book And Supply Store

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
OUR SPECIAL LARGE MILK SHAKES
WITH ICE CREAM

10c

15c

SANDWICHES CAKES CRACKERS
FOUNTAIN PENS BY SHEAFFER'S

CLEMSON STUDENTS

A Lifetime Pen Is A Satisfaction Of Writing Needs

ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

SAM'S LUNCH ROOM
GREENVILLE, S. C.

PEPSI-COLA is made only
City, New York. Authorized
of Anderson. 8. C.

PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, Long Island
kottler: PEPSI-COLA Bottling Company

COLLEGE JEWELRY AND STATIONERY
COLLEGE PENNANTS AND NOVELTIES

